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Abstract 
Zhong, N., Products with an M,-factor, Topology and its Applications 45 (1992) 131-144. 
In this paper, we consider normality-like properties in products of topological spaces with an 
MI-factor. 
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Morita [8] and Rudin and Starbird [14] proved the theorem: Assume X is metric, 
and Y is normal and countably paracompact. Then XX Y is normal if and only 
if X x Y is countably paracompact. Generalizing this theorem, Nagami [9] and 
Przymusinski [ 1 l] showed that X x Y can be replaced by an open subset G of 
X x Y. Later, Hoshina [6] and BeSlagiC and Chiba [3] verified that the metric factor 
in the above results can be replaced by a LaSnev space (a LaSnev space is the closed 
image of a metric space). LaSnev spaces are M,, hence are M,. So the question 
whether the LaSnev space in the above results can be replaced by an M,-space 
seems natural. Here we show that the answer to this question is yes for small 
M,-spaces. 
Section 1 is a preliminary to the next sections. In Section 2 we show that the 
countably paracompact product of a normal space with an M,-space is normal. We 
say that a space X is small if 1x1~ 6. In this section, we also prove that the normal 
product of a shrinking space with a small MS-space is shrinking. In Section 3 we 
extend the results in Section 2 to an open subset of the product. In Section 4 we 
discuss some problems in the area of closed maps which are related to the preceding 
sections. 
We make lots of use of many ideas from [2,3, 141. 
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1. Conventions and basic facts 
All spaces considered are Hausdorff and regular, and maps are continuous. 
We use B” to denote the interior of B. 
A set 93 of subsets of X is called a network if every open set is a union of members 
of 93 and it is called a quasi-base if every open U = IJ {B”: B c U, B E 933). 
A set LB of subsets of X is called closure preserving if U 95’ = U {B: B E 933). The 
set 93 is called u-closure preserving if 93 is the union of countably many closure 
preserving subsets. 
Definition 1.1. Definition of M,-spaces, i = 1,2,3. 
(1) A space is M, if it has a cT-closure preserving open base. 
(2) A space is M2 if it has a a-closure preserving closed quasi-base. 
(3) A space X is M3 if there is a function G which assigns to each n E w and 
closed set H c X, an open set G(n, If) containing H such that 
(i) H = n,,, G( n, H); and 
(ii) Hc K=+G(n, H)c G(n, K). 
Comment. That M,-spaces are M2 and thus satisfy (2) is proved in [S, 71. 
Definition 1.2. A family 9~ ww is dominated in (ww, s*) if (3g E “w)(Vf~ 9) 
(fS*g),wherefS*gmeansI{iEw: g(i)<f(i)}l < w. 9 is called a dominatingfamily 
if, for any g E “‘w, there is an f E 9 such that g off: 
b = min{l%l: 5 is unbounded in (ww, s*)}. 
b = min(l91: 9 is a dominating family in (ww, s*)}. 
The following results will be used later. 
Theorem 1.3. (1) [4] CH+MA+b = 2”. (2) [15] Let K and A be regular cardinals 
with w , =s K S A. It is consistent with ZFC that c = A and b = b = K. 
Assume that (X, 7) is an M,-space. By the Comment, X has a a-closure preserving 
closed quasi-base. Let 93 = Uliw ?& be a a-closure preserving closed quasi-base of 
X. Without loss of generality we assume that SBi s B3,+, . 
Definition 1.4. Definition of 9: If d = 0, let n d = X. For i,j E w, B E 93: and ~2 E 93i, 
define 
and 
D,,-=U{DE%?~: DnB=@}, 
fi.j(a) = (II a) n (fl {D,,: B E %;\4), 
9i.j = {Ft,j(d): ~54 C 933,}, 
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This 9 is called an S-structure of X generated by 33; it first appeared in the 
proof of a theorem in [lo]. We state without proof the following lemma regarding 
some properties of 9 which we are going to use in the following. 
Lemma 1.5. B has the following properties. 
(a*) Each 9,,j is a discrete family of closed subsets of X. 
(b*) IJ 3i,j c IJ 9i,j+, for all i, j E o. 
(c”) For any FE .Yi,, and BE !33,, if Fn B # 0, then FL B. 
(d”) For x E X and i E w, there is a j E w such that x E IJ si,,. 
(e*) 9 is a network of X. 
Definition 1.6. (i) A family { V,: (Y E K} is an open (closed) shrinking of a cover 
{U,: cy E K} of a topological space if {V,: (Y E K} is an open (closed) cover and 
VW E U, for all ff E K. 
(ii) A space is K-shrinking if every open cover of cardinality G K has an open 
shrinking. A space is shrinking if it is K-shrinking for every K. 
Observe that a space is normal if and only if it is K-shrinking for all finite K > 1. 
A space is normal and countably paracompact if and only if it is w-shrinking. A 
normal space is shrinking if every open cover has a closed shrinking. 
Definition 1.7. An open cover % = { U,: ff E K} of a space X has a q-shrinking if 
there is a family {I’,,+: n E W, a E K} such that, for each n E W, (Y E K, v,,+ c u, and 
U ncw,nt* v,,, = x. 
Lemma 1.8 [l]. A countably paracompact space X is shrinking if and only if every 
open cover of X has an open u-shrinking. 
Next we give some well-known facts. 
Let us say a space X has the property CP if for every family {D,,},,Fw of closed 
subsets in X with nnE, D, =0 and D,,+, c D,, there exist open subsets U, such 
that X = Un,, 
- 
U,, and D, n U,, = 0 for all n E w. We say a space X has the property 
CPN if given D, as above, there is a family {K,},,, of closed subsets in X such 
that D,nK,=flforall nEW andX=U,,, K,. The facts are that a normal space 
is countably paracompact iff it has CPN and that a space is countably paracompact 
iff it has CP. 
Fact 1. A space S is normal provided for each pair H and K of disjoint closed subsets 
of S there exist families {U,},,, and {V,,},,, of open subsets of S such that H c 
U ntw U,, and K cU,lw V, and, for all n E w, U, n K = 0 and V, n H = 0. 
Fact 2 [6]. Suppose X is a countably paracompact space, and H and K is a pair of 
disjoint subsets of X. Suppose H is closed and there exist open sets U,, such that 
K E f--I,tw U, and (/-I,,,, K) n H = 0. Then H and K are separated by open sets. 
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2. Normality of products with an M,-factor 
Theorem 2.1. Suppose X is M3 and X x Y is countably paracompact. Then X x Y is 
normal if Y is normal. 
Proof. The proof is based on the idea used by Rudin and Starbird. 
Let S=lJ,,, Bi be a cT-closure preserving closed quasi-base of X. We assume 
Bi c 93;+, for all i E u. 
Let 7~ : X x Y -+ Y be a projection. Suppose H and K are disjoint closed subsets 
of X x Y. For each FE 9, where 9 is an g-structure on the MT-space X generated 
by 93, let 
R,=r((Fx Y)nH)nm((Fx Y)nK), 
R,=i,_{FxR,: FE u si,,}. 
JEW 
Claim 1. n,_ Ri = 0. 
Proof. For (x, y) E X x Y, since H n K = 0, either (x, y) $ H or (x, y) hf K. We assume 
(x, y) E H. Then there are iO E w and B, E B3,, and an open subset 0 of Y such that 
(x, y) E (Int B,) x 0 and (B, x 0) n H = 0. We claim that (x, y) E Rq,. Thus (x, y)& 
n,,, F. To prove (x, y) @ Ri,, it is enough to show (B, x 0) n R4, = 0. Otherwise, 
there is (x1, y,)~(&x 0)n R4!. For any FEU,~, %io,i with (x,, y,)~(&x 0)n 
(F x RF), since y,EOnR,=Onr((FxY)nH)nr((FxY)nK), On 
r((F x Y) n H) # 0, we can pick x2 E F and y, E 0 such that (x,, yz) E (F x 0) n H. 
Since x, E B0 n F, by (c*), F G B,,, therefore, (x2, yz) E (F x 0) n H c (B, x 0) n H = 
0, which is a contradiction. Hence (B,x 0) n Rq, =0. 
- - 
Claim 2. For i E w, R,,, G R, . 
Proof. It is enough to prove R,+, c Ri. For any FE iJiEw 9,+,,j, we will prove 
F~R,~R,,thus,R,+,~R,.IfF=F,+,,~(d),whered~~,+,,let~‘=~n~~.Since 
9,~~3,+,,wehave~‘~dand~i\~‘~~i+,\~,thus,F=F,+,,j(~)~F,,j(~’)=F, 
by the definition of F;,(d). And since R F=rr((F~ Y)nH)nn((Fx Y)nK), 
F c F, implies RF E RF,, therefore, F x RF c F, x RF, G R,. So Claim 2 holds. 
Since X x Y has the CP property, there is a nested open cover {U;},,,,, of X x Y 
with U,nK=@ for all iEw. 
For each FE lJlcw 9i,j, let 
YF={y~ Y: Fx{y}sU,}. 
It is easy to see that Y, is closed and YF n R, = 0. 
Since Y is normal, there is an open subset V, of Y such that 
(i) VFz Y,nr((Fx Y)nH); 
- 
(ii) V,nz-((Fx Y)nK)=0. 
Define 
b’.,,=u{Fx V,: FE%!,~}, for all i,jEw. 
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Then 
F=U{Fx v,: I%9,,,}=IJ{Fx7q: FESi,.,} 
since 9i,j is discrete by (a*), thus K,j n K = 8. And since both {93,}i,,,, and {U,},,, 
are nested, we can choose i E w and BE 93; such that B x {y}~ U,. Thus, H s 
Ui,jtw K,j- - 
For any FE 9, we have (F x V,) n K = fl by (ii) above. Since F is a closed subset 
of X and X is an M,-space, F=n,_ G( n, F), where each G(n, F) is an open 
subset of X with FcG(n,F). Thus we have FxV,=(n,,,G(n,F))xV,= 
f-l,,, (G(n, F) x VF) and K nnntw G(n, F) x V, = K nfkEw (G(n,xV,) = 
K n N-I,,, 
- 
G(n,)xc]= Kn(Fx V,)=@ By Fact 2, K and FX V, can be 
separated by an open set W, in X x Y, i.e., 
Fx VF& WFs W,G(XX Y)\K. 
Since X is also paracompact and each .9,,, is a discrete closed family of X by (a*), 
each 9,,, has a discrete open expanding in X, i.e., there exists a discrete family of 
open subsets of X, for every pair (i,j) E w x w, 9i.j = {G,: FE si,,}, such that F c GF 
for every FE 9;,,. Thus {( GF x Y) n WF: FE 9r,,} is also a discrete family of X x Y. 
Let 
W,,j=u{(G,~ Y)n W,: FEDS,,}, for all i,jEW. 
Claim 3. H C_ Ui,jiw W,,.; and W,, j n K = 0. 
Proof. Since, for F E 9,,,j, F x V, c ( GF x Y) n W,, Vi,, G Wi,,, thus H c 
U,jsw V,j C Ut,jtw wn,j. 
Since Wi,,=U{(G,x Y)n WF: FE~,,~>=U{(G~X Y)n WF: FE~~,.;}c 
IJ { W,: F E 9i,j} and W, n K = 0 for all F E %,,j, Wi_, n K = 0. 
Similarly we can cover K by a countable family of open subsets of XX Y whose 
closures miss H. 
Hence X x Y is normal by Fact 1. 0 
Corollary 2.2 [6, 141. Suppose X is metric (or LaSneu), X x Y is countably paracom- 
pact, and Y is normal. Then X x Y is normal. 
In [14], the authors proved that if M is metric and Y is normal and countably 
paracompact, then M x Y is normal if and only if M x Y is countably paracompact. 
In [2], the author proved that if Y is shrinking, then M x Y is shrinking if and only 
if it is normal. If the metric factor M is replaced by an M,-factor X, Theorem 2.1 
says if X x Y is countably paracompact, then X x Y is normal. We don’t know if 
the other direction is also true in ZFC. However, it is true if X is a small M,-space. 
In fact, we prove that it is true if X is a small p-space. 
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Definition 2.3. A space X is called a u-space if X has a u-discrete closed network. 
Assume that (X, T) is a a-space. Let 9 = Uitw $ be a u-discrete closed network 
of X and {H- } r,n HEW be a sequence of closed subsets of X such that U,,,, Hi,, = 
X -U 4 and H,,n s Hi++, for n E w. For i E w and n E w, let Ki,, = (U 4) u Hi,,. 
Observe that {Ki.n}ncw is an increasing closed cover of X for every i E w. 
Lemma 2.4 [7, Proposition 2.31. (X, r) admits a finer metrizable topology T on X 
such that, for any function f E ww, the topologies 7 and TT coincide on the set n iE w K, t( i,. 
Definition (of 4). Let 4 :X+ Ww be a function such that +(x)(i) = 
min{jE w: XE Ki,j}. 4 is well defined since {Ki,n}niw covers X for every if w. To 
make the notation more readable, we identify 4(x) with x. For x E X, we also say 
that XE~W and x(i)=@(x)(i). 
The following simple fact will be used in later proof. 
Lemma 2.5. Assume X is A-paracompact, and {U,: a E K} and { V8,n: 6 E A, cr E K} 
are open covers of X such that for every 6 E A and LY E K, V,,, c U,. Then there is an 
open shrinking of {U,: LY E K}. 
Theorem 2.6. Suppose X is a u-space and Y is shrinking. If X x Y is normal and 
b-paracompact, then X x Y is shrinking. 
Proof. Assume that X x Y is normal and { CJ,. ‘(YEK} iSanOpencOVerOfXx~ 
For s E X, define 
e(s) = {x E X: (3n E w)(\lm S n)(x( m) = s(m))}, 
e,(s) = {x E X: (Vm 3 n)(x(m) = s(m))}. 
Then e(s) = Unt, e,(s) and, if Z,={t:n+l+w}, we have e,(s) = 
Urt,,, (flls,sn Kj,,c,,nfl,zn+l K,,.vcj,). Observe that iIn1 =w, and 
K = fl Kj,,cjj n n Kj.scj, LS,“” .;--n+, 
is a closed subset of X. By Lemma 2.4, each K, is metrizable, thus K, x Y is shrinkable 
by [2]. Let { V.a: i E w, a E K} be a family of closed subsets of X x Y such that 
Vi,, C_ U, for all iE w and cy E w and lJitw,utK Vi,, 2 e(s). 
Let A G X be a dominating set with respect to G* such that IAl = b. Thus, for 
every x E X, there is an s E A such that x 6*s. For SEA, let A(s)={xEX: xs*s}, 
and for each n E w, let A,,(s) = {XE A(s): (tlm > n)(x(m) s s(m))}. It is clear that 
there is a sequence {xn: iE o} such that A,,(s)zUi,, e(xr), so A(s)G 
IJnE, IJitw e(xr). Therefore, there is a family { V;‘,,a: jE W, a E K} of closed subsets 
of X x Y such that VJ,, E U, for j E w and LY E K, and A(s) x Y c lJ,tW,O(tK VfU. 
Since lJ {A(s): s E A} = X, { Vi,a: s E A, j E CO, a E K} is a closed cover of X x Y. Since 
/A( = b and X x Y is b-paracompact and normal, by Lemma 2.5, {U, : a E K} has a 
shrinking. Hence X x Y is shrinking. 0 
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Corollary 2.7 (CH). Suppose X is a u-space and Y is shrinking. If X x Y is normal 
and w,-paracompact, then X x Y is shrinking. 
Proof. Since CH implies w, = b. 0 
Next we see an example which says “normal •t b-paracompact % shrinking”. We 
make use of the following. 
In [l], BeSlagiC showed that under A*(K+, n), where K is a regular uncountable 
cardinal, there is a Hausdorff P,-space X of character K such that X” is shrinking 
and K-paracompact, and X n+’ is a collectionwise normal, <K-paracompact, K- 
Dowker, P-space. 
Definition. (1) A normal space X is called K-Dowker if K is the minimal cardinality 
of an increasing open cover of X which does not have a shrinking. 
(2) A space is called a P,-space if any intersection of <K open sets is open. 
(3) A normal space is called a P-space if it has the normal product with each 
metrizable space. 
Example 2.8. Let K be a regular cardinal with K > c. Then, using BeSlagiC’s theorem, 
under A*(K+, l), there is a HausdorfS P,-space X of character K such that X is 
shrinking and K-paracompact, and X2 is a collectionwise normal, c-paracompact, 
nonshrinking, P-space. 
Observe that an M,-space is a u-space. We have several other results from 
Theorem 2.6. 
Proposition 2.9. Suppose X is M3 and Y is normal and countably paracompact. If X 
is dominated in (ww, c”) by some f E We, then X x Y is countably paracompact if and 
only if X X Y is normal. 
Proof. Assume X x Y is normal and { U,,: n E CO} is an open cover of X x Y. Since 
X is dominated by f, X = e(f) = {x E X: x s*f}. Thus, there is a family { v,n: i E 
w, n E CO} of closed subsets of X x Y such that Vi,, G U, for i, n E w. Observe that a 
normal space is countably paracompact if and only if every increasing open cover 
(0;: i E CO} has a countable closed refinement {H,: k E CO} covering X and such that 
for every k E w there is an i E w with Hr, G U,. Hence X x Y is countably para- 
compact. 0 
Proposition 2.10. Suppose X is M, and Y is shrinking. If X is dominated in (Ww, G*) 
by some f E ww, then X x Y is shrinking if and only if it is normal, 
Proof. Assume X x Y is normal and { U,: Q E K} is an open cover of X x Y. X x Y 
is countably paracompact by Proposition 2.9. Since X = e(f ), there is a family 
{v,,,: i E CO, CY E K} of closed subsets of X x Y such that V,,, G U, for i E w and (Y E K. 
Since XX Y is countably paracompact, by Lemma 2.5, {U,: CY E K} has a 
shrinking. q 
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Theorem 2.11. Let X be an M,-space with 1X1= K 3 co. Assume b = K+. (a) Suppose 
Y is normal and countably paracompact. Then X x Y is countably paracompact if and 
only if it is normal. 
(b) Suppose Y is shrinking. Then X x Y is shrinking if and only zfit is normal. 
Theorem 2.11 suggests a couple of questions: 
Question 2.12. (a) If X is M, and Y is normal and countably paracompact, is it 
true that, in ZFC, the normality of X x Y implies the countable paracompactness 
OfXXY? 
(b) If X is M3 and Y is shrinking, is it true that, in ZFC, the normality of X x Y 
implies the shrinkingness of X x Y? 
3. Normality in subsets of product spaces 
Theorem 3.1. Suppose X is M, and Y is hereditarily normal. For any open subset G 
of X x Y, if G is countably paracompact, then G is normal. 
Proof. Assume H and K are closed in G and H n K = $4. Let 9 be an 9-structure 
on X. For FE 5, let 
R,=T((Fx Y)nH)nn((Fx Y)nK) 
where z- : X x Y + Y is the projection mapping. Let Ri = Ujt,,,l_J{ F x R,: FE si,,}. 
By Claims 1 and 2 in the proof of Theorem 2.1, we know that R,,, c R; and 
nii,,, ( Ri n G) = 0. Since G is countably paracompact, there is a nested sequence 
{ lJi: i E W} of open subsets of G (hence open in X x Y) such that R, n G c Ui and 
n,,,wm=0. 
For FE lJitw 9;,,, let 
EF = Y\rr((Fx Y)n U;). 
It is clear that E, is closed in Y. 
Claim 1. [Fx(~r((FxE,)nH)n~r((Fx Y)nK))]nG=@. 
Proof. If there is a (x,y)E[Fx(v((FxEr)nH)nr((Fx Y)nK))]nG, then 
(x, y) E (F x RF) n G c Ri n G s U,, thus y & Er. Choose an open subset 0 of Y 
whichcontainsywithOnE,=(d,thenOn~((FxE,)nH)n~((F~Y)nK)=(d, 
thus, y $ n( (F x Er) n H) n TT( (F x Y) n K). This is a contradiction. 
Let 
Z,= Y\7r((FxE,)nH)n~((Fx Y)nK). 
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2, is an open subset of Y, and 2, is normal since Y is hereditarily normal. Let 
AF be an open subset of Z, (hence open in Y) such that 
(1) Z,nrr((FxE,)nH)GA, and 
(2) AFnZtrnn((Fx Y)nK)=@ 
Claim 2. K n (F x AF) = 0. 
Proof. Ifthereisa(~,y)EKn(FxA~)~Gn(FxAF).SinceyErr((FxY)nK), 
y g A, n Z, by (2). If 
yE7r((FxEF)nH)n7r((Fx Y)nK), 
then 
(x,y)E[Fx(v((FxEF)nH)nr((Fx Y)nK))]nG. 
This contradicts to Claim 1. Thus 
YE Y\57((FxE,)nH)n7r((Fx Y)nK)=Z,. 
Hence y & AF, which is a contradiction. 
Define A,, = U {F x A,: F E %i,.,}. 
Claim 3. H s U,,jc, A,,,. 
Proof. For (x, y) E H 5 G, since ni,, ( Ui n G) = 0, there is an i E w with (x, y) sf n. 
So there are n E w and FEI._J,~~ 9,,, and an open subset 0 of Y such that 
(x,y)~FxOcG and (FxO)n(Kuc)=@; thus Onr((FxY)nK)=@ this 
implies yeZF. And since (FxO)n Ui=O, ye Efi = Y\r((Fx Y)n U,); thus YE 
Z, n s-( (F x EF) n H) c AF. Hence (x, y) E F x AI;. 
Claim 4. For i, j E w, Ai,, n K = 0. 
Proof. Since (F x AF) n K = 0 and A,,; 5 U {F x A,: FE 9i,,} by the discreteness 
Of %,I> so Ai,in K =0. 
Using Fact 2 as in the proof of Theorem 2.1, Ai,, and K can be separated by 
open subsets of G. So we can cover H by a countable family of open subsets of G 
whose closures in G miss K. Similarly, we can cover K by a countable family of 
open subsets of G whose closures in G miss H. 
Hence G is normal by Fact 2. 0 
Corollary 3.2 [3]. Suppose X is metric (or LaSnev) and Y is hereditarily normal. For 
any open subset G of X x Y, if G is countably paracompact, then G is normal. 
Theorem 3.3. Assume X is M3 which is dominated in (we, s*) by J; Y is hereditarily 
shrinking, and G is an open subset of X x Y. If G is normal, then G is shrinking, 
Proof. Since X is dominated in (ww, a*) by f E ww, X = e(f 1, where e(f) = 
{XE X: (3n E w)(Vm 2 n)(x(m)sf(m))}. Observe that e(f) =lJ,,,, Urc,,, K,,,, 
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where K,, =nlsjsn Kj,,(j)nnjzn+, lCj,r.cj,, I, ={t:n+l+w}, and each K,, is 
metrizable by Lemma 2.4. Thus, 
G=Gn(Xx Y)=Gn U I.J (K,,rx Y) = IJ IJ (Gn(K,,,x Y)) 
( rlFW ,EI,, > niw ,EI,, 
and each G n (K,, x Y) is shrinking by [3]. We have proved, therefore, every open 
cover of G has a closed a-shrinking. Since G itself is normal, G is shrinking. 0 
Using the same idea we can prove: 
Theorem 3.4. Assume X is an M,-space which is dominated in (ww, s*), Y is a 
hereditarily countably paracompact space, and G is an open subset of X x Y. If G is 
normal, then G is countably paracompact. 
Corollary 3.5. Assume X is M3 with 1x1 <b. 
(a) If Y is hereditarily shrinking, and G is an open subset of X x Y which is normal, 
then G is shrinking. 
(b) If Y is hereditarily countably paracompact and G is an open subset of X x Y 
which is normal, then G is countably paracompact. 
4. Normality of product spaces under closed maps 
Theorem 4.1. Suppose X is M3 and X x Y is normal and countably paracompact, and 
Z is a closed image of Y. Then X x Z is normal if and only if it is countably paracompact. 
Proof. Assume f: Y + Z is a closed map. By the assumption, Z is clearly normal. 
Thus, by Theorem 2.1, X x Z is normal if it is countably paracompact. 
Suppose X x Z is normal. We prove that X x Z has the property CPN, thus X x Z 
is countably paracompact. 
Let 93 = IJitw 95’3, be a closed a-closure preserving quasi-base of X with 93; 5 %(+I 
for ie o and 9 be the 9-structure of X generated by %‘. Let D,, be the closed 
subsets in Xx Z with D,, 2 D,,, and n,,, D,j = 0. For FE 9i,jy define 
DF = T(( F x Z) n 4) 
where rr: X x Z + Z is the projection map. For i E w, let 
C, = i_jU{Fx D,: FE %,,j}. 
jtw 
Claim 1. nitw C, =0. 
Proof. For (x, z) E X x Z, we prove that there is an n E w such that (x, z) g C,,, thus, 
(x, z) 66 nitw Ci. Since ni,, Di = 0, there is an m E w such that (x, z)a D,. Thus 
there are n 2 m and B E 93 and an open subset 0 of Z with (x, z) E B” x 0 and 
(BxO)nCr,=0. We claim that (BxO)~~,~,-J._J(FX&: F~9,~~~}=0, thus 
(x, z) E tli,,tf{iF x &: f: E 9e,,ij = C,. Otherwise, there is an FE 9=_,j for somej E w 
such that (~x~~n(Fx~~)~#,thus, BnFf0 and On&#0. By (c”), Fr B. 
Since 0 n DF # 0, there is (x, , z1 > E (F; x 0) n D,,,, c (F x 0) n D,, the later inclusion 
is because of I& c Q,, if M 2 m. Thus (x, , zt) E (B x 0) n D, = 0, which is a contra- 
diction. Hence (x, zf & C,,. 
Proof. For any FE Ul”.o 9j+.l,i, by (e”), I,JjeW @i+r.i refines Uitw ~i,_j, there is an 
F’E Uji, ptki such that F c F’. Thus, F x DF c F’ x DF, c Ci. This implies IJ {F x 
D,: FEIJ~,=~ pi+,,,}c C,, Hence C,+,=iJ(FxD,: FEU,_ %+,,i}c- Cj. 
For each n E w, define 
E, = (id, xJ’)-‘( C,,), 
Then each Et, is closed in Xx Y, E;, 2 E,,,, and n,,, E, =0. Since X x Y is 
countably paracompact, it has the property CP. So there is a nested open cover 
{W,,:nEu}ofXxYsuchthat~nE,,=0forallnE~. 
For each FE c9iTi, define 
H,=={JJE Y: Fx{y}c7q}. 
Then HF is clearly closed in Y Let 
Since HF is closed in Y and f is a closed map, KF is closed in Z. 
Claim 3. K, n DF = $4 .for FE 9, 
Proof. For any ZE K, =f(H,), there is a yf Nf with j(y) = z. Since y E HF and 
%nE,=B, r~=(Fx(~))fiE,={Fx(y))n(idxxf)-‘(FxC,), where we assume 
FE viEw 9i,,i. Since F x I), cs Ci, (Fx{.vl)nGdx xf)-‘(FxZ),)c(Fx{y}fn 
(id, xff-‘( cl,> = 0, thus y @f-“(I&). This implies z E? DF, therefore, KF r\ II), = 0. 
Since Z is normat, there is an open subset V, of 2 such that IT,2 YF and 
xnD,=0. For iEw, define 
Then each Ki,j is closed in X x Z since 9’l.j is closed discrete by (a*). And for each 
FE ~i,j, since Fr! I), = 0, (F X q) r~ Di = 0, therefore, I& n Dj = 0. 
Proof. For any (x, z) E X x Z, pick y E Y with f(y) = z. Since ( Wi: i E w} is a nested 
open cover of X x Y, there is an n E oi such that (x, y) E W,. Since 9 is a network 
of X by (e*), there are i 2 n and FE <tPi,i such that (5 y) E F x {yj c W,, c W,. Thus 
YEHF; therefore, z-f(y)Ef(H,)=&. Hence (x,z)EFxKFCFxVFE 
U:l,~cm K,,j- SO CIaim 4 hoids. 
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Claim 5. X x Z is countably paracompact. 
Proof. To see this observe that a normal space S is countably paracompact if and 
only if for every decreasing sequence {F;},,, of closed subsets of X with n,,, F, = 0, 
there is a sequence {Hk}ktw of closed subsets of X such that Uktw Hk = S and, for 
every k E w, there is an i E w with Hk n F, =0. 0 
The following simple fact will be used in the proof of the next theorem. 
Lemma 4.2. A space X is shrinking if for any family {F, : LY E K} of closed subsets of 
X with n,,, F, = 0, there is an open cover { U,: a E K} of X such that U, n F, = 0 
for eVery a E K. 
Proof. Assume {V,: a E K} is an open cover of X. For every (Y E K, let F, = X\ V,, 
then F, is a closed subset of X and n,,, F, = 0. Thus, by the assumption, there 
is an open cover { r/, : LY E K} such that i?, n F, = 0 for every LY E K. Since U, n F, = (d 
implies U, c X\ F,, u, G V,. Thus { U,: cy E K} is an open shrinking of { V,: 
CYEK}. 0 
Corollary 4.3. A normal space X is shrinking iffor any family {F,,: LY E K} of closed 
subsets of X with n,,, F, = 0, there is a closed cover {H, : (Y E K} of X such that 
H, n F, = 0 for every LY E K. 
Theorem 4.4. Suppose X is M3, X x Y is shrinking and Z is a closed image of Y. Then 
X x Z is shrinking if and only if X x Z is normal. 
Proof. If X x Z is shrinking, it is clearly normal. 
Suppose X x Z is normal. We work towards an application of Corollary 4.3 to 
prove that X x Z is shrinking. 
Let f: Y+ Z be a closed map. By the assumption, Z is clearly normal. Let 
93 = Uitw ?& be a cT-closure preserving quasi-base of X with s3, c %,+, , and 9 be 
an s-structure of X generated by 92. Let {Du: (Y E K} be a family of closed subsets 
ofXxZwithn,,,D,=@ForFE9;,,,aEK,define 
D:=n((FxZ)nD,,) 
where rr : X x Z + Z is the projection map. For each i E w, a E K, define 
Cb;=UU{FxD,;: FE~;,~}. 
jtw 
Using the same idea as in the proof of Theorem 4.1, we have the following two claims. 
Claim 1. n,,, nitw C:. = 0. 
Claim 2. For a! E K, Ch 2 CT:+‘. 
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For each i E co, a E K, define 
Ei = (idx xf)-‘( CL). 
Then each EL is closed in X x Y, E:, 2 Et:‘, and n,t,,,,, E:, =fl. Since Xx Y is 
shrinking, by Lemma 4.2, there is an open cover { Uh: i E w, a E K} of X x Y such 
I that U,, n E :, = 0 for all i E w, a E K. For LY E K, let 
v;= ut, 
and 
v: = u u:, . 
,-- n 
Claim 3. n V,, n E b: = 0. 
I I n Proof. Forisqsince E:zEEand U,,nEL=fl, U,,nEz=@.Thus V,nEE=@. 
For each FE Si,,, define 
--T H:={~E Y: Fx{y}s V,}. 
Then Hc is clearly closed in Y. Let 
K,F=f(H:). 
Since Hc is closed in Y and f is a closed map, KI is closed in 2. 
Claim 4. K k n 0,’ = $4. 
Proof. This is done in the proof of Claim 3 in Theorem 4.1. 
Since 2 is normal, there is an open subset W,: of Z such that K ,‘C W,’ and 
Wr n 0,’ = 0. For i, j E w, define 
K;‘=U{Fx WC:: FEN,,,}. 
Then each K k’&losed in X x Z since SC;,.; is closed discrete by (a*). And for each 
FE St,;, since W:n DL=@, (Fx Wf)n D,, =@, therefore, Ki’n D,, =@. 
Claim 5. Ui.,ew,utK Kf;‘=XxZ. 
Proof. For any (x, z) E X x Z, pick y E Y with f(y) = z. Since { Vt: n E w, a E K} is 
an open cover of X x Y, there are (Y E K and n E w such that (x, y) E Vz. Since 5 is 
a network of X, there are i 2 n and FE St,, for some j E w such that (x, y) E F x {y} G 
VE G Vk, the later inclusion is by Claim 3. Thus y E HE, recall that HI = {y’~ Y: 
F x {y’} c VL} for FE S,,,. Therefore, z =f(y) l f( HI) = KL. Hence (x, z) E 
Fx K&G Fx W,FE K:;‘. 
Claim 6. X x Z is shrinking. 
Proof. This is true by Lemma 1.3 and Corollary 4.3. 0 
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